Poor baroreflex gain is a marker of heightened sympathetic activity post-tachycardia termination in humans.
We hypothesized that sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) remains elevated after tachycardia termination in patients with low baroreflex gain (BRG), and decreased to or below baseline in patients with high BRG. In a cohort of patients who participated in a previously published study [3], BRG, SNA, blood pressure, and central venous pressure were measured immediately after the termination of simulated tachycardia. While the hemodynamic responses following tachycardia termination were similar in both groups, SNA remained elevated in patients with low BRG compared to a decrease below baseline levels in patients with high BRG (p = 0.04). Increased sympathetic activity following tachycardia termination could be arrhythmogenic and might play a role in the genesis of recurrent ventricular arrhythmias following tachycardia termination.